Garden I Spy

Count the number of pictures that contain the following:

___ Bee   ___ Bird   ___ Butterfly   ___ Flower

NOTE: some pictures will be counted in more than one category
Pollinators Maze
Find your way to the bee-friendly garden!
Pollinators Word Search
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BEES
BUTTERFLIES
CONEFLOWER
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ENVIRONMENT
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Draw a circle around each turtle.

Draw a square around each whale.

Draw a triangle around each fish
Water Word Search

CREEK
ESTUARY
FISHING
LAKE
MARSH

POLLUTION
RIVER
STREAM
SWIMMING
WATERSHED
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Answer Key

Garden I Spy
Count the number of pictures that contain the following:

4. Bee
3. Bird
2. Butterfly
9. Flower

Pollinators Maze
Find your way to the bee-friendly garden!

Welcome to your bee-friendly garden!

Pollinators Word Search

Water Word Search

Ocean I Spy

1. Draw a circle around each turtle.
2. Draw a square around each whale.
3. Draw a triangle around each fish.